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Xing Jinnian’s phone rang. It was Sen.

She picked up his call only after she was back in her room. “Sen.” She answered meekly.

“Xing Jinnian, who is that Gu Mingchen?” Sen interrogated her.

“Why are you asking? What’s the matter?” Xing Jinnian frowned. Although she was irritated,
her voice was still gentle.

“Damn him! He checked on the cars and has already found Hei. Hei is my man, he will be on
to me soon.”

“Don’t worry, nothing would happen. Relax. After you help me with one more thing, I will
arrange for Hei to flee the country. If they cannot track Hei, they will never be able to know
your involvement.” Xing Jinnian said in a sinister voice.

“What is it that you want this time?” Sen was annoyed.

There was malice in Xing Jinnian’s eyes. “I want Bai Rong dead!”

If Bai Rong was dead, the position of Mrs. Su would be hers.

“I didn’t expect someone who is usually as meek as you can be so ruthless.” Sen sneered.

“I’m not! I just don’t want them to find you.” Xing Jinnian said in her gentle voice again.

“OK. I’ll do that for you. But Hei has to leave tonight.”

“Don’t worry about that. He will. Your real estate development plan will also be approved.”
Xing Jinnian promised.

Gu Mingchen felt so depressed that he did not have any appetite for breakfast.

As he was walking back to his room to get dressed for a meeting, he spotted a staff pass on
the floor.



He picked it up and realized it belonged to Bai Rong.

She had a demure smile and looked lovely even without makeup. But there were shadows of
sorrow between her brows.

This woman is so careless. Gu Mingchen thought.

“Lieutenant Shang, go to the hospital.” He ordered.

After Bai Rong finished eating breakfast at a café near the hospital, there was still some
time left before she started work.

Strolling towards the hospital, the scenes from last night occupied her mind. Her heart still
raced at the thought of it.

Just as she was about to reach the hospital, a black car sped towards her.

Judging by the speed and trajectory of the car, she knew it was coming for her.

Bai Rong was shocked and quickly ran towards a shop along the road.

But the car was out to get her. It was going at full speed.

Bai Rong could not run fast enough. In a state of panic, she tripped and fell onto the ground.

She could only watch on as the car sped towards her.

Suddenly, a Bentley that was travelling at an even higher speed, swerved right in front of her.
It drove over the curb and came to a halt.

BANG!

The black car crashed into the driver’s side of the Bentley.

“Chief!” Lieutenant Shang exclaimed, while he rushed out of a military vehicle that was
following behind.

Seeing that the situation was not favorable, the black car quickly drove off.



Bai Rong saw Gu Mingchen being lifted out of the Bentley by a few soldiers and rushed to
the hospital.

Her head was buzzing. She was glued to the ground and was unable to react for a long
while.

Did Gu Mingchen do that just to save her?

Wasn’t he aware of how dangerous that was?

When Bai Rong came to her senses, she rushed into the hospital and asked the receptionist.
“There was an unconscious soldier who was sent in here a minute ago. Where is he now?”

“Neuro-ICU, 18th floor.” The nurse at the reception said.

Hearing that, Bai Rong rushed to the 18th floor at once.

As Gu Mingchen was still undergoing several examinations, she sat anxiously at the waiting
area.

The hospital director and various heads of departments were there as well. They had a
grave look on their faces. They’d be doomed should anything happen to the patient before
them.

Seeing the way they looked, Bai Rong got even more worried.

If Gu Mingchen died because of her, she would never be able to forgive herself.

After a long wait, Gu Mingchen was finally wheeled out of the emergency room.

His head was bandaged and his left arm was in a cast. It looked like his injuries were very
serious.

Tears welled up in her eyes and she ran over to him at once.

“All unauthorized people are not allowed here.” A soldier said sternly.

Bai Rong’s heart skipped a beat.



Lieutenant Shang glanced at her and said, “Follow me.”

“Thank you. Thank you so much.” She was filled with gratitude.

She followed the stretcher into the VIP ward.

After Lieutenant Shang left with the soldiers, only Gu Mingchen and her were left in the
room.

Bai Rong’s eyes were red and slowly became blurry. She sat down on the chair next to the
bed choked in between sobs. “How did you get so seriously injured?”

Gu Mingchen’s eyes slowly opened.

Bai Rong’s reflection appeared in his deep-set eyes that were as vast and boundless as the
universe.

“Is your heart aching because you are worried about me?” The man said in a hoarse voice.

Because of her, he was put in grave danger every time, and each time was worse than the
previous time.

Apart from feeling guilty, there was nothing else Bai Rong could do for him.

Suddenly, she felt an even stronger sense of resentment towards Su Xuyan.

If it wasn’t because of his involvement with so many women, she wouldn’t have any grudges
held against her and Gu Mingchen would not have been dragged into it.

“I just keep jinxing you. It seems as though something bad happens to you every time you
see me.” Bai Rong said apologetically as tears streamed down her face.

Gu Mingchen wiped away her tears and smiled at her. “But I think I’m your lucky star. When
you see me, any misfortunes would dissipate.”

Bai Rong was deeply moved by what he said and her tears dissolved into laughter. “Have
you had breakfast?” She asked.



“Not yet. Are you going to feed me?” He looked at her with his blazing eyes.

Bai Rong blushed and ignored his question. “I’ll go get some breakfast for you.”

Watching her as she walked out of the ward, Gu Mingchen’s gaze deepened.

It seemed like today’s incident was a blessing in disguise.

When Bai Rong reached the canteen, she realized her staff pass was missing.

Luckily, one of the nurses there recognized her and lent her hers.

When she returned to Gu Mingchen’s room, he was resting with his eyes shut. The man
looked so elegant and exuded an air of nobility.

Bai Rong tiptoed over.

Just then, Gu Mingchen opened his eyes and looked at her. “I didn’t fall asleep. I’m hungry.”

“Oh.” Bai Rong put the breakfast down on the bedside table and saw that he was still
reading the Russian book. “Lieutenant Shang already brought the book here?”

“I left it in his car previously, so I asked him to give it to me first. He is going back to my
place to get me some clothes now.” Gu Mingchen elaborated patiently.

A blush spread across Bai Rong’s cheeks. She knelt in front of his bed to adjust it higher,
then put up the adjustable bedside table to place the breakfast.

In order for Gu Mingchen to sit up more comfortably, she pulled out his pillow.

While she was doing that, her breasts accidentally brushed against his muscular chest.

Gu Mingchen fixed his blazing gaze on her.

If they had done it yesterday, would their relationship be different now?

He could clearly remember the way it felt when their lips met. Gu Mingchen sunk into that
blissful memory and did not want to snap out of the daydream.



“Bai Rong, let’s have an affair.” He said flatly.

Bai Rong’s heart did a double somersault as she met his gaze.

It seemed as though fire had lit up deep within her and was burning strongly.

She was so nervous that she was unable to think at all. She needed to clear her mind.

Gu Mingchen did not let her back away. He held the back of her neck with his free hand.

Bai Rong lifted her head as she felt the warmth that radiated from his palms

He leaned forward and kissed on her lips that was trembling slightly…
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Bai Rong had very kissable lips.

They were soft, moist and warm. Gu Mingchen could also taste her unique scent.

It made him want to explore deeper.

Gu Mingchen sucked and nibbled gently on her lips. He tasted like sunshine and she felt
dizzy from it.

Bai Rong had difficulty breathing. It was as though oxygen was slowly being sucked away
from her.

She instinctively opened her mouth.

Gu Mingchen made his way in as her breath deepened. After passing through her teeth, his
tongue found hers.

Bai Rong was flustered and was unable to think at all. She wanted to push him away but she
was too weak to do so.

Gu Mingchen turned over and pinned her on the bed. Then, he lifted her white dress.



Bai Rong held his arm and stopped him. “No.”

“Rong, I will be responsible for you.” Gu Mingchen said sincerely in his deep voice, while he
gazed longingly into her eyes.

Bai Rong slipped out from beneath him. Without looking at him, she said, “I’ll come back
again in the afternoon.”

She fled.

She felt like she had almost agreed to his proposition.

But it wasn’t right, as long as she was still married.

Bai Rong walked back to her office, feeling out of sorts.

Liu Yan was already waiting for her in her office when she reached. “Why are you so late?”

“My friend got into an accident. I went to visit him for a while.” Bai Rong sat down in front of
her desk.

Liu Yan gave her a smirk and sat on her desk. She said smugly, “Babe, I have good news for
you.”

As Liu Yan kept her in suspense, a sudden thought flashed across Bai Rong’s mind. “You
found evidence of Su Xuyan’s infidelity?”

“More or less, yeah. But let’s wait for a few more days. Heh.” Liu Yan did not elaborate.

“Why do we have to wait for a few days?” Bai Rong was puzzled.

Liu Yan merely smiled, without answering her question.

Apparently, that woman was Su Xuyan’s previous assistant. She had voice recordings that
could prove Su Xuyan’s infidelity. But she wanted three thousand in exchange for the
evidence.



If Liu Yan had told her friend about that, she would definitely not agree to spending so much
money on it.

Anyway, it was just three thousand. She could get the money from her dad. But she had to
make some compromises. For example, going on a blind date.

“You have to do me a favor.” Liu Yan beamed at her.

“What do you want?”

“I have a blind date this Saturday. I need you to accompany me. If you go with me, your
issue will also be settled.”

“OK. I would have agreed to accompany you anyway.” This girl was her only good friend, and
she treasured their friendship.

“I’m going back to my office then.” Liu Yan got up.

Bai Rong suddenly thought of something. “When you are free, can you help me look for an
apartment? I want to move out.”

“You should have done that long ago. Leave the house-hunting to me.” Liu Yan said
confidently.

“Thanks so much.” She looked at Liu Yan with gratitude as she walked out.

Friendship was the only thing Bai Rong had in her life that she was thankful for.

When afternoon arrived, she was hesitating if she should visit Gu Mingchen.

Bai Rong knew how he felt towards her. If she went, he might think that she had acquiesced
to his proposition.

But if she did not go, it would not seem right either. After all, he was injured because of her.

Gu Mingchen was her savior.

Just as Bai Rong was dwelling in her conflicted state of mind, her phone rang.



Her heart started thumping hard when she saw that it was the man in her mind.

Bai Rong answered after taking a deep breath.

“When are you coming over?” Gu Mingchen asked in his deep voice.

“Err… I… Afternoon… I have something on.” Bai Rong said with a guilty conscience.

“Your staff pass is with me. If you don’t come over, I will go to you.” He said in a domineering
voice.

“If that’s the case, I will go over after buying lunch.” Bai Rong replied softly.

“OK.” Gu Mingchen said simply. After he hung up, he looked at Lieutenant Shang and said, “I
don’t need you guys to stand guard here anymore.”

“No! We can’t afford to let anything happen to you.” Lieutenant Shang said worriedly.

“It’s an eyesore that they are standing there. Besides, I am fine. Just leave when I instruct
you to. Why do you talk so much?” Gu Mingchen said impatiently.

There was nothing Lieutenant Shang could do but to obey.

Outside Gu Mingchen’s ward, Bai Rong took a deep breath and knocked. The door was
opened fast.

Bai Rong was shocked to see Gu Mingchen personally opened the door for her.

Is he feeling better now? She thought to herself

Before Bai Rong could say anything, Gu Mingchen pulled her in and shut the door. His
passionate lips landed on hers.

Bai Rong’s mind was blank. Her eyes widened as she was too shocked to react.

Gu Mingchen’s kiss grew deeper as his tongue traveled into her mouth, disrupting the
rhythm of her breaths.



Bai Rong knew they were doing something inappropriate. When she finally came to her
senses, she pushed him away with all her might.

Gu Mingchen released her lips but did not pull back. Their bodies were still glued to each
other. She could feel his strong aura surrounding them.

“I am not asking you to have an affair with me. It is an order.” Gu Mingchen said sternly. His
deep-set eyes seemed like a bottomless pit.

“We can’t do this.” Bai Rong said rationally.

“Why not? Su Xuyan doesn’t have any feelings for you. Your marriage to him is just on paper.
If you continue this, you’re never getting out from hell.” Gu Mingchen said with certainty.

“That’s not an excuse. The fact is, we are still married.” Bai Rong’s eyes were turning red.

“I just want to ask you one question. Do you like me?” Gu Mingchen went straight to the
point.

Bai Rong was very flustered.

Her reply could be the beginning of their doom.

“Can’t we just be friends?” Bai Rong replied, feeling agitated.

“I don’t believe in platonic relationships between a man and a woman. If you like me, I will do
anything I can to be with you. If you don’t like me…” Gu Mingchen stopped there and looked
at her with his blazing eyes.

Bai Rong clenched her fists. “If I don’t like you, then what?”

He did not reply and his eyes flickered. “Will you like me?” He asked.

“No one wouldn’t like a good-looking man like you. Your looks, background, and status are
more than enough for women to go crazy over you. But if it’s only because of a moment of
impulse, I don’t think it will last.” Bai Rong analyzed rationally.

Gu Mingchen narrowed his eyes and a sharp glint flashed across.



Why was it so difficult for her to just compromise?

What’s so bad about having an affair with him, Gu Mingchen?

He would definitely treat the woman he loved like a queen.

“If you don’t try, how would you know it wouldn’t last?” Gu Mingchen asked in a domineering
voice.

“If the beginning is already a mistake, how can that last?” Bai Rong wasn’t optimistic about
it.

He really hated her for being such a coward, just like a tortoise hiding in its shell.

Gu Mingchen lifted her chin and kissed her hard, as though he wanted to punish her.

He was very forceful. Just like a ferocious beast, he sucked hard on her lips.

All Bai Rong seemed to be inhaling was his strong masculine air. It seemed to fill up her
lungs and made her go weak.

She was unable to push him away no matter how hard she tried.

Gu Mingchen was breathing hard when he finally let go of her. The corners of his mouth
raised as he looked at her swollen lips.

“Didn’t you ask what I would do if you don’t like me?”

Looking at his fiery eyes, Bai Rong had a bad feeling.

“Then I would have to force you to.” Gu Mingchen said domineeringly.
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That frightened Bai Rong.

Force. That single word was her nightmare.



She recalled that night when that man entered her again and again. It was like a forceful
attack, and finally, she was defeated.

That defeat also marked the end of her happiness.

“If you do that, I will hate you for life.” Bai Rong said, shaking with fear.

Gu Mingchen saw raw fear in her eyes.

At that moment, he felt as though someone was squeezing his heart. His pain met hers.

Gu Mingchen never thought that Bai Rong would be so afraid of him.

He could not see the point in forcing her anymore.

Feeling dispirited, he turned around and opened the drawers. He took out her staff pass and
placed it on the bedside table. “Go now, and don’t come back anymore. I’m a beast. I can’t
guarantee that I will let you off again next time.” He said in a deep voice.

Bai Rong could feel her heart aching.

How did her relationship with Gu Mingchen become so bad?

Bai Rong’s mind was blank. She left the food she brought on the bedside table and hung her
staff pass around her neck.

“Take your food away. I’m not eating that.” Gu Mingchen said coldly.

“I got these from the canteen downstairs. I didn’t make them. If you go get lunch yourself, it
would be the same food.” Bai Rong explained as her eyes grew slightly red.

“I won’t eat as long as it is from you. Just take it away. Or do you prefer if I throw it away
myself?” Gu Mingchen said again coldly.

Bai Rong had no choice but to clear the food away. “Rest well.” She said to him without
emotion, and turned towards the door and left.

Gu Mingchen let out a snort. His eyes were bloodshot.



She left so readily, as though he meant nothing to her at all.

Gu Mingchen clenched his fists.

As Bai Rong opened the door, she saw Su Wanning walking towards the ward. Instinctively,
she shut the door again, feeling a guilty conscience.

“Errr… Su Wanning is here. Let me hide for a while.” Bai Rong said as she walked into the
bathroom.

She regretted it the moment she went in.

Why should she be hiding? She didn’t do anything wrong.

Su Wanning entered the room holding a bouquet of lilies and a fruit basket.

She looked as glamorous as usual, with her exquisite makeup. She was wearing dangling
earrings and a revealing pink mini dress. The low-cut neckline of her dress exposed a part of
her breasts. They weren’t very well-endowed but still looked very sexy.

After putting the flowers into the vase and placing the fruit basket on the table, Su Wanning
smiled and said, “If I am not seeing it with my own eyes, I would have thought that you are
pretending just to avoid tonight’s dinner.”

Gu Mingchen didn’t reply. He looked towards the bathroom and frowned slightly.

Su Wanning was already used to his indifference.

But she didn’t mind as Gu Mingchen behaved the same towards all other women.

Su Wanning sat down on the chair next to him and said, “Grandma said that since we are
unable to make the announcement tonight, we should go to her place for dinner another
time to fix a date for our marriage.”

Gu Mingchen had a cold look on his face. His dark eyes are deep like the vast and
boundless universe.

“If you don’t answer, I’ll take it as you agreed.” Su Wanning mumbled to herself.



Bai Rong, who was leaning against the bathroom wall, felt bothered.

He was also getting married soon. They were just passersby in each other’s lives. No matter
how much they want it, it will eventually be over.

So, she had made the right decision.

It was only right for them to miss out on each other.

Bai Rong opened the door slightly. As she looked through the slit, she met Gu Mingchen’s
gaze. Her heart skipped a beat and she immediately closed the door.

Gu Mingchen wasn’t pleased. Was he that scary that she wanted to avoid him so much?

He gritted his teeth and looked towards Su Wanning. “OK, let’s do that.” He said, as he tried
to suppress the rage that was rising in him.

Su Wanning was elated and sprang towards Gu Mingchen. The strong scent of her perfume
permeated the entire room.

As she was going to kiss Gu Mingchen on his lips, he hesitated and dodged. Then, he stood
up.

Su Wanning hugged him tightly, worried that he would change his mind. “Mingchen, do you
want to do it with me?”

Gu Mingchen looked towards the bathroom, but there was no sound of astir there at all.

That woman was treating him as though his existence never mattered.

The thought that he meant nothing to Bai Rong bothered Gu Mingchen very much.

While he remained lost in his thoughts, Su Wanning had already removed her clothes.

“Let’s just do it tonight. I will make sure you enjoy yourself. We are getting married anyway.”
Su Wanning said anxiously.

The man was unable to hide his disgust.



He only agreed to it just now because he was upset with Bai Rong. He did not like this
woman at all. “Su Wanning, I was just joking just now.”

Su Wanning was stunned for a moment. She smiled awkwardly as she said, “Mingchen, I
guarantee you will like it very much. If you don’t want to go all the way with me tonight, I can
use my mouth. I’m sure you will like it.”

A deep crease appeared between Gu Mingchen’s brows. He was extremely annoyed. Just as
he was about to reject…

He saw Bai Rong creeping out of the bathroom towards the door.

That woman really knew how to be discreet.

“How are you going to use your mouth?” Gu Mingchen asked, as anger rose in him. It wasn’t
clear if he was deliberately saying that for Bai Rong to hear, or if he was helping Bai Rong to
distract Su Wanning.

Su Wanning didn’t expect those words to come from Gu Mingchen, who was usually very
refined.

She thought that he was tempted, so she gave him a flirtatious smile, and said, “The suction
will be strong just by using my tongue. Even without using hands, I will make you cum.”

As Bai Rong listened, even her neck flushed bright red. The discomfort in her heart kept
increasing.

She wanted to get out of here immediately. It felt like she didn’t have enough air.

Creak. Bai Rong opened the door.

Su Wanning heard the sound of the door opening.

Just as she was about to turn around, Gu Mingchen took her chin between his fingers and
fixed his gaze on her lips. She could see ripples in his dark, deep-set eyes.

Su Wanning felt as though she was falling into an abyss. She was no longer able to control
her feelings for him.



It was the first time Su Wanning was looking so close-up at Gu Mingchen, so close that
every pore on his face was visible to her.

He was a perfect man all-round.

Just as Bai Rong opened the door, she saw Lieutenant Shang and an old lady arriving at the
door.

Feeling depressed that she wasn’t able to get out, she returned to the bathroom.

Gu Mingchen furrowed his brows and looked helplessly as Bai Rong went back into the
bathroom.

“Mingchen.” Su Wanning called out to him meekly.

“If it’s the mouth, I’d prefer a woman with a smaller mouth. Yours doesn’t seem very
suitable.” Gu Mingchen said coldly, and walked towards the bathroom.

As Gu Mingchen’s grandma entered the room with Lieutenant Shang, she saw the naked Su
Wanning. “Oh. I’m sorry. Please carry on.” Grandma said as she dragged Lieutenant Shang
out of the room.

Su Wanning looked awkward and quickly put on her clothes.

After Gu Mingchen entered the bathroom, he locked the door.

“Why didn’t you go out?” He lowered his voice as he asked Bai Rong.

“There were people at the door, so I couldn’t go out.” Bai Rong explained.

“Bai Rong, what are you feeling guilty for?” Gu Mingchen questioned her. He was sizing her
up as though he could see right through her.

“I am not feeling guilty.” Bai Rong looked towards the floor.

She felt like she was suffocating from his questioning.

“Oh, really?” Gu Mingchen’s eyes glowed with savage fire.



He grabbed her waist and pulled her into his arms.

As Gu Mingchen kissed her forcefully, Bai Rong’s head tilted backwards and knocked
against the wall.

His lips traced from the corner of her mouth downwards. As he lingered at her neck, he
lifted up her dress and his hands traveled upwards…
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Bai Rong realized what he was trying to do. Her legs quivered.

She tried pushing his shoulders back, but it was to no avail as he was too strong.

As Gu Mingchen’s fingers slipped into her panties, Bai Rong let out a soft moan.

She had never been touched this way before. She was feeling as though fireworks were
coming out from her head.

It was a strange feeling, as though she had been bewitched.

It made Bai Rong feel very tiny.

Gu Mingchen’s breathing grew more ragged and he looked at her sensuously. He saw that
her eyes had gotten misty. “You are feeling something, right?”

“You shouldn’t be doing this.” Bai Rong felt a mixture of anger and embarrassment.

“What should I be doing then? Should I enter?” Gu Mingchen asked as he slipped her fingers
inside her.

Bai Rong grew stiff and did not dare to move.

He could feel her tightness and it aroused him in waves of impulses and excitement.

Gu Mingchen wanted to replace his fingers with something else.



He started moving his fingers inside her.

Bai Rong’s moans grew louder while she tried to keep it down. Su Wanning was still outside.

She struggled, but she was just not Gu Mingchen’s match.

Gu Mingchen observed her expression closely. “Does it hurt?” He asked gently.

“Let me go.” Bai Rong pleaded.

Her marriage was only on paper. Apart from that time when that man forced himself on her,
she had never been touched by any other men.

A woman also had urges. It was impossible not to feel anything when Gu Mingchen was
touching her like that.

Bai Rong’s face flushed with embarrassment as she bit her lips.

“Just relax and enjoy it. I won’t hurt you, I promise.” Gu Mingchen reassured her.

How was that considered not hurting her?

“I already said I don’t want to.” Bai Rong said helplessly.

“I didn’t say I am giving it to you.” He was so domineering.

Bai Rong looked at Gu Mingchen with her eyes red.

It wasn’t his intention to make her scared. He kissed her lips and said softly, “I just want you
to like me. If we don’t even try, how can we be sure that it won’t last? I can wait for you to get
divorced.”

His gentle breaths fell on her face as he spoke.

Gu Mingchen’s fingers were moving according to the rhythm of her, falling in sync with the
tempo of her breaths.

Bai Rong was feeling so warm that she was unable to think at all.



Knock knock knock. Su Wanning knocked on the door. “Mingchen, what are you doing
inside?”

Bai Rong was so afraid that she stood still. Her back straightened immediately.

But Gu Mingchen didn’t seem to have heard anything. He just stared intently at her.

He had followed an ascetic life until he was drugged and slept with her.

After that incident, there was no woman who was able to arouse his primal impulses or stir
up his desires.

Not until he met Bai Rong again.

And Gu Mingchen knew what he had been waiting for all along.

He had no doubts that Bai Rong was the only woman he wanted.

Gu Mingchen unzipped his pants.

He had to let go of Bai Rong in order to do that, and she took that opportunity to open the
door. She was just too scared.

Su Wanning was shocked when she saw Bai Rong in the bathroom.

Bai Rong couldn’t care less about Su Wanning’s shock and scurried off.

Gu Mingchen’s anger spiked and he slammed the door shut.

What was so bad about him that made her so scared?

After Bai Rong ran out of the Neurology Department, she was still badly shaken by what just
happened.

Bai Rong could not believe what she and Gu Mingchen just did. They almost just did… that!

She must have been crazy.



When Bai Rong opened the door to her office, she saw Su Xuyan sitting on her chair.

Su Xuyan stubbed out his cigarette as she walked in and asked, “Did you sleep with Gu
Mingchen yesterday?”

Bai Rong met his cold gaze and felt a chill run up her spine.

Anger rushed through her as she recalled the events of last night and this morning. She was
kidnapped and drugged, almost knocked down by the car, and Gu Mingchen even got hurt
from saving her.

Su Xuyan was the cause of all these. He had no right to ask her that question.

“Do you really care?” Bai Rong asked. Her eyes were bloodshot.

“As long as you are my wife, I won’t allow you to make me a cuckold.” Su Xuyan stood up
and towered over her. It made him seem like a menace to her.

“I don’t know how you cannot feel embarrassed saying that, given how many times you have
made me one.” Bai Rong yelled at him.

Su Xuyan walked towards her and said intimidatingly, “A woman shouldn’t be so
hot-tempered. That would only make you annoying. If a man fools around, he would only be
called a Casanova. But when a woman does that, she is a loose woman. Today, Xing Jinnian
asked to be my secretary. I wasn’t going to agree. But now that I think about it, she seems to
be much more likable than you.”

“Then I shall wish that the love you have for each other shine through the years.” Bai Rong
said indifferently. She was so tired of all these.

Su Xuyan held Bai Rong by the shoulder and pinned her onto the wall forcefully. “Don’t test
my patience.”

“If you think I annoy you so much, then just divorce me!” Bai Rong growled.

“Do you desire men that much?” Anger welled up in him until his eyes turned bloodshot. Su
Xuyan finally exploded with anger.



His words did not make any sense to Bai Rong. Su Xuyan was illogical and irrational. Her
lifespan was going to decrease if she continued arguing with him.

“That’s none of your business. Let me go.” Bai Rong tried to wriggle out of his grip.

A devilish smile appeared on Su Xuyan’s face. “Looks like it’s time I fulfill my duty as your
husband. I will make sure you enjoy yourself.”

Bai Rong’s eyes widened in horror. But even more, it was rage. “Su Xuyan, scram!”

“Scram? You will be begging me to enter in just a while.” He wrapped his arm around her
shoulders and pinned her to the office desk. Bai Rong’s files and books were all swept onto
the floor.

She sensed danger from Su Xuyan’s eyes and started pushing him away in a state of panic.

If Bai Rong had a choice, she’d rather let Gu Mingchen have her, than this Su Xuyan, who
repulsed her in every way.

Su Xuyan’s breathing became ragged. “Do you know? The more you struggle, the more it
excites me.”

“Shameless!” Bai Rong said through gritted teeth.

The corners of Su Xuyan’s mouth raised into a devilish smile, as though he didn’t hear what
she just said.

His hand traveled up her thigh…

“Oh? Is this beauty and the beast?” Liu Yan heard the commotion in Bai Rong’s office and
appeared right in time.

When Bai Rong saw her friend, her eyes shone with surprise. She was so relieved that she
felt like crying.

They were tears of happiness, grievance, and all kinds of complicated emotions.

Su Xuyan watched as Bai Rong’s emotions showed in her eyes. He was agitated and
bothered by it.



She really didn’t want him to touch her!

He was out of sorts for a moment. This woman in front of him was Bai Rong, who loved him
deeply.

Because she loved him, even though he betrayed her, plotted against her, and hurt her, she
still married him without second thoughts.

It seemed like things were shifting subtly.

Bai Rong took the chance to slip out from beneath him and rushed towards Liu Yan. “Yan.”

Liu Yan pushed Bai Rong behind her. She glanced at Su Xuyan, then at the messy floor. Her
irritation flared.

“Minister Su, you can have any woman you want. There is even one waiting for you at the
military base right now. Bai Rong has a surgery to perform in the afternoon. Are you trying to
use up all her energy such that she wouldn’t even have the strength left to hold a knife?”

Su Xuyan stared at Bai Rong. He could feel her resistance and coldness towards him. An
unreadable glint appeared in his eyes. “I’ll pick you up later. I think we should properly utilize
our bedroom tonight.” Su Xuyan said.

A deep crease appeared between Bai Rong’s brows as Su Xuyan walked past her.

After he left, she immediately opened the windows.

Bai Rong couldn’t stand the smell of perfume and cigarette smoke that Su Xuyan had
brought into the room with him.

Looking at Bai Rong’s pale face, Liu Yan was worried. “Rong, to be safe, you should apply for
a few days of leave. Come back to work after the divorce is finalized.”
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Bai Rong was terrified of Su Xuyan. Fortunately, she had annual leave available.



She applied for leave and switched off her phone.

As she arrived at the entrance of the hospital, two strangers blocked her path.

Bai Rong had a bad feeling and asked, “What do you want? There are cameras here, so you
won’t get away with kidnapping me!”

“Madam, Minister Su has instructed us to pick you up if you step outside.”

Bai Rong did not expect Su Xuyan had planned for her escape as well.

“I’m not free at the moment, as I have a gathering event with my friend. I’ll go home later.”
Bai Rong refused as she walked past the men.

The two men grabbed Bai Rong’s hand and said, “We’re sorry, madam. Minister Su has
instructed us to send you to the villa, regardless of whatever excuse you come up with.”

Bai Rong was practically dragged away.

She was scared and struggled, “Let go of me! I don’t want to go home! This is kidnapping!”

Her struggles were useless and she was brought to the parking lot.

Right then, Lieutenant Shang stepped out of his car, so Bai Rong called out to him.
“Lieutenant Shang! Lieutenant Shang!”

Lieutenant Shang looked at her in confusion.

“He’s a special forces lieutenant! You’d better let me go now!” Bai Rong threatened.

The men looked at each other, and loosened their grip.

Bai Rong broke free and ran towards Lieutenant Shang, “Are you here to visit Chief Gu?”

“I’m here to deliver his meal.” Lieutenant Shang replied.

Bai Rong saw the men staring at her and said, “Let’s go together. I want to visit him too!”



She frowned when she noticed the two men continue to follow her.

As they arrived outside Gu Mingchen’s ward, she saw him talking to his grandmother.

She blushed as she suddenly recalled the incident from before.

She had ran away previously, but now it was as if she had delivered herself to him.

Gu Mingchen glanced at Bai Rong but pretended to not see her.

“Here’s your meal, Chief.” Lieutenant Shang respectfully said as he set the rice on the
bedside table and elevated Gu Mingchen’s bed.

Bai Rong dared not step forward and just stood at the door.

“You can go now. You don’t need to stay with me.” Gu Mingchen told his grandmother.

“Since you are in love with that girl from the Su family, quickly marry her so I can have some
great grandchildren! God knows how long I will live.” His grandmother urged him.

“I know what I’m doing. I’ll take care of it.” Gu Mingchen said coldly.

“I’ve been waiting for a long time, but you still haven’t settled on this.” His grandmother
complained.

Gu Mingchen looked at Lieutenant Shang and said, “Send my grandmother back.”

Bai Rong clenched her fists nervously when she heard that.

She had Su Xuyan on the outside, and Gu Mingchen on the inside. She couldn’t afford to get
on the bad side of either of them.

Lieutenant Shang escorted Gu Mingchen’s grandmother out the ward.

The grandmother looked at Bai Rong and didn’t give it much thought as she thought Bai
Rong was just a caretaker.

Gu Mingchen’s gaze was fixated on Bai Rong.



Bai Rong dared not raise her head, and just bit her lip as she squeezed her palms.

Gu Mingchen let out a chuckle, “Are you going to just stay quiet like that?”

She explained shyly, “The two men outside are after me, so I came here to hide from them.”

He then grabbed his phone and made a call, “There are two men following Bai Rong outside.
Take care of it.”

Bai Rong looked at him.

He had helped her once again.

“Come here.” Gu Mingchen said.

Bai Rong didn’t move.

She wanted to leave, but she wasn’t sure if the men had already been dealt with.

“Do you want me to come hug you?” Gu Mingchen said.

Bai Rong blushed upon hearing that, and walked towards him awkwardly.

As she stood before the bed, he just stared at her without saying a word.

There was a natural air of dominance about him.

“Did I scare you?” Gu Mingchen’s tone softened a bit.

Bai Rong nodded.

“I’ll be more gentle next time.” Gu Mingchen said.

Next time?

There is a next time?!

Bai Rong felt her heart racing.



At this awkward moment, Gu Mingchen’s phone rang, and he answered the call.

“We’ve taken care of it, chief. We sent them to the police station. They’re not coming out for
a week.”

“Alright.” Gu Mingchen responded.

Bai Rong overheard the conversation and said, “I’ll be leaving now. I’ll visit you some other
day.”

Gu Mingchen looked at her helplessly as she ran away from him once again.

Su Xuyan’s villa.

He listened to the report on his phone with a gloomy look on his face, and ordered
menacingly, “Have Miller do something. We’ve given Gu Mingchen too much of a break
recently.”

“Yes, boss.”

Su Xuyan turned around and looked at Hei who was kneeling on the ground.

“Mr. Su, please forgive me! I was just following Sen’s orders!” Hei cried out. There were
bloodstains on his dangling chains.

Su Xuyan eyed Hei and asked, “After being drugged, did my woman sleep with Gu
Mingchen?”

Hei was no idiot and quickly said, “No, they were properly dressed when they were rescued.”

Su Xuyan was a lot less angry after hearing that.

He knew Bai Rong wouldn’t let someone else lay their hands on her, even if she was
drugged. Perhaps it was time he let her have a taste of him.

“Minister Su, what should we do with him?” Su Xuyan’s subordinate asked.

“Lock him up for now. The fun part is yet to come.” Su Xuyan said with a smile.



He pulled off his necktie and called the Head of Obstetrics, “I’m Su Xuyan. I want to give Bai
Rong a surprise tonight, so please do me a favor. I happen to have two tickets to Hawaii. I’ll
have someone deliver them to you some other day.”

Bai Rong had just stepped out of the hospital when the head of her department called out to
her, “Bai Rong, we have an emergency! Your patient of ward 32 with high blood pressure is
about to give birth! Her husband requests you to help deliver the baby!”

Bai Rong paused as she wondered how her superior knew that she was at the hospital
entrance.

But it was an emergency and she didn’t have much time to think, so she quickly rushed over.

When she came out of the operating theater, Su Xuyan was standing in her way with a grin
on his face. He seemed to have been waiting a long time for her.

Bai Rong was shocked, and tried to walk past him while ignoring him, but Su Xuyan grabbed
her arm.

“Let go of me!” She yelled angrily.

Su Xuyan smiled at her and picked her up in a bridal carry. “Are you touched? I’m personally
carrying you to our wedding room.”

“I’m not! Are you done messing around, Su Xuyan?” Bai Rong trembled in fear.

Su Xuyan gave her a sinister look and said, “I will have some fun with you. If you perform
well, I will ignore what you did with the previous guys and let you be pregnant with my child.
From then on, your position as Mrs. Su will be secured.”

She didn’t want to have anything to do with this monster, let alone have his child.

“Help! Help me!” Bai Rong cried out in fear.


